Roman Foot Soldier Video Notes

1. What happened to a sentry that fell asleep?

2. What did decimation mean regarding Roman soldiers?

3. In the beginning only owners could be in the army. Why?

4. How long was a soldier trained before they could fight in the army?

5. Romans adopted their short sword from the

6. How many miles were the Romans expected to walk in 5 hours?

7. How heavy was a Roman pack?

8. A legion has about how many men?

9. How many soldiers in a century?

10. What was the leader of each century called?

11. Who was the leader of the Carthaginians?

12. Why did the army open its doors to all Romans?

13. How long was the term of service for a Roman soldier?

14. How were auxiliary troops different than regular Roman soldiers?

15. How many Gauls did Julius Caesar’s army kill?

16. What was the mountain top fortress in Israel that the Roman’s attacked called?

17. Rather than be captured by the Romans, the Jewish rebels

18. What city were Roman forts modeled after?

19. What city in England was originally a Roman fort?

20. What is the name of the wall built across northern England?

21. What new style of warrior was eventually able to defeat the Roman foot soldier?

22. What year did Rome finally fall to the barbarians?

23. What empire was the republic form of government in the United States modeled after?